
BACKGROUND

This American auto insurance provider sells car insurance directly to consum-
ers online and over the phone, offering services to nearly 90 percent of the U.S. 
population in 40 states. They employ more than 2,500 employees in 16 offices 
nationwide.

CHALLENGE

This customer was looking for a CRM system to alleviate business pains that in-
cluded customer and agent interactions and inefficient processing of calls. Their 
agent interaction was lacking when it came to identifying the caller and retriev-
ing their associated contact information and insurance policy details. This result-
ed in slow customer and agent interactions. Additionally, their call processing 
was inefficient and time consuming, requiring agents to use an internal database 
with an outdated user interface.
 
The organization wanted to provide a better customer experience by improv-
ing quick access to contact, policy, and quote information. This would be ac-
complished by implementing a CRM solution that stayed synchronized with the 
internal database for their 2,500 users across the U.S. and Canada. 
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SOLUTION STORY

SOLUTION
The customer selected PowerObjects to implement custom screens in Dynamics 
CRM for caller validation. The screens were designed to filter incoming calls to 
their agents and identify the caller by comparing caller-provided information to 
the data within CRM in order to validate the caller.  The development of custom 
screens would validate callers; search policies and insurance quotes; and dis-
play this information in a clear format. Validating the caller would be a one-click 
operation that would transfer the session via eBus to an internal policy handling 
system.  This solution was first implemented in a policy-centric approach and 
modified in a later implementation to a contact-centric approach, meaning that 
all of the data associated with a policy or a person can be displayed at one time.  
This 360-degree view includes all contact, policy, and quote information.
 
Some features include the ability for agents to take incoming calls and create a 
contact or policy-centric search for sales and service profiles as well as the abil-
ity to execute a caller validation process directly into Dynamics CRM for service 
profiles. The customer can also add quote data from company databases into 
CRM, perform reporting within CRM, and make that data available to business 
teams for analysis. Lastly, they implemented security measures and can now 
restrict access to only authorized policies and quotes at the system level. 

BENEFITS
Now the customer has shortened calls and has become more efficient.  Their 
searches within CRM meet a three-second SLA to provide the agent with de-
tailed information on policies pertaining to the caller once validated via Power-
Objects’ provided custom screens.
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ABOUT POWEROBJECTS 

Established in 1993, Power-
Objects is one of a handful of 
organizations recognized as a 
leader in delivering Microsoft 
Dynamics CRM/xRM solutions 
to customers. PowerObjects 
fully embraces the power of 
customer choice and offers 
hosted, on-premise and online 
CRM deployment options.

PowerObjects provides CRM 
solutions to businesses and 
non-profit organizations in 
multiple industries including 
healthcare, life scienes,
insurance, financial services, 
publishing, distribution, man-
ufacturing and professional 
services.

BENEFITS |CONTINUED|

Additionally, this customer utilized one of PowerObjects’ PowerPacks, Power-
Phone, to improve their customer experience. This add-on for CRM helps with 
the customer’s focus on providing a better customer experience for their orga-
nization. PowerPhone is a CRM add-on that automatically pops open the record 
associated with the caller’s phone number. If the caller’s number is related to 
multiple records, it will pull all related records into a grid where the desired re-
cord can be opened. The user can also open a search screen to conduct a manu-
al search for the caller. 

This customer implemented PowerPhone so they could identify and validate 
incoming callers. Search screens were added to retrieve policy data and main-
tain that data in CRM as well as their internal database. The main reason the 
customer implemented this solution was because they needed to increase the 
timeliness of service, or call handling. Additionally, they were running out-of-date 
applications that were not as efficient with their CRM system. 

 


